Children and Young People’s Social Care and Services Scrutiny Panel

21 February 2022

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S SOCIAL CARE AND SERVICES SCRUTINY PANEL
A meeting of the Children and Young People’s Social Care and Services Scrutiny Panel was
held on 21 February 2022.
PRESENT:

Councillor Davison (Chair), Councillor Mawston (Vice Chair); Councillors: Hellaoui,
Higgins, Uddin, and Wilson.

OFFICERS:

C Breheny, L Blagg, S Butcher, J Dixon, G Field, J Pearce, J Tickle and M Walker.

ALSO IN ATTENDANCE: Sergeant J Sproson – North Ormesby Neighbourhood Police Team.
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE were submitted on behalf of Councillors Nugent and J Walker.
** DECLARATIONS OF MEMBERS’ INTERESTS
Name of Member
Councillor Davison

Type of Interest
Non-pecuniary

Item/Nature of Interest
Ag. Item 4 – Locality Working –
Family member employed by
Thirteen Housing

MINUTES – 25 JANUARY 2022
The minutes of the previous meeting of the Children and Young People’s Social Care and Services
Scrutiny Panel held on 25 January 2022 were submitted and approved as a correct record.
LOCALITY WORKING FROM A CHILDREN’S SERVICES PERSPECTIVE – FURTHER
INFORMATION
The Chair welcomed those present and provided background in relation to the Panel’s current
scrutiny topic of Locality Working from a Children’s Services perspective.
The Chair explained that the Panel had been provided with information in relation to various
partners working within the locality pilot areas of Newport and North Ormesby and had
subsequently heard from some of the partner services/organisations working within the localities - in
relation to their involvement in locality working and how a multi-agency approach was working to
improve outcomes for children and families.
The following representatives were in attendance at the meeting to speak about their involvement in
locality working:-






M Walker, Head of Stronger Communities
L Blagg, J Tickle – Assistant Team Managers, Education and Partnerships
Sergeant J Sproson – Cleveland Police (North Ormesby Neighbourhood Police Team)
J Pearce – Neighbourhood Safety Manager

Overview of Locality Working in North Ormesby
M Walker, Head of Stronger Communities, was in attendance to provide the Panel with an overview
of the locality working pilot in North Ormesby, on behalf of the North Ormesby Neighbourhood
Development Manager, and also to provide clarification on several issues raised by Panel
Members.
The Head of Stronger Communities highlighted that a more in-depth presentation had been
circulated to the Panel with the agenda, containing background information to the pilot projects and
information previously provided to the Panel. The presentation provided at the meeting had been
condensed to focus on key questions/issues of most interest to the Panel.
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Details of the governance structure for the standard locality working model were provided. It was
noted that Strategic direction was provided by the Project Executive Board and Corporate
Management Team made up of senior managers within the Council. A strategic Design and
Implementation Group (DIG) was initially established until the projects were up and running and a
Steering Group to monitor all locality Action Plans remained in place. The strategic direction fed
into the operational direction and action planning via the Operational Locality Working meeting with
Managers and Supervisors and the development of issue-based action plans within the locality
teams. Finally, delivery and feedback was undertaken through the weekly or daily staff briefings
with operational staff.
A list of some of the partners involved in both locality working pilots was provided and showed the
wide range of Council Services and external partners working together in the localities, in addition
to other bodies such as residents; schools; voluntary organisations; local businesses and faith
groups.
The Panel was informed that each locality – North Ormesby and Newport – had nine Action Plans
in place, with the aim being to improve life chances and life experiences.
One of those Action Plans was ‘Better Outcomes for Children’, with its key objectives being to
create stronger families; increase educational attainment; reduce child sexual exploitation (CSE)
and criminal exploitation and to reduce the numbers of children looked after.
It was highlighted that Children’s Services staff had been in-situ virtually within the localities for
some time, including dedicated Officers from Children’s Social Care, Early Help and the Risk and
Resilience teams. All attended weekly officer meetings and the Children and Families Working
Group looking at key issues as they arose.
There were currently three Children’s Care Social Workers allocated to North Ormesby and two
Social Workers allocated to Newport. Staffing numbers were monitored, in terms of both Social
Workers and Early Help Workers, to try to ensure there were sufficient numbers to deal with
caseloads within both pilot areas.
All locality action plans had smart targets and actions were linked to the Performance Management
Framework (PMF) indicators. These indicators were also used to monitor impact and progress.
The Children’s Services Action Plan was led by a Senior Social Worker and was reviewed on a
monthly basis. PMF indicators, whether negative or positive, were fed back to the Strategic group
for further discussion/assistance and regular progress reports were produced for assurance
purposes and for the Executive.
In terms of progress linked to locality working, the Panel was informed that public perception had
improved within both localities. Surveys were carried out with residents in Newport and North
Ormesby, initially in September 2020, with further surveys linked to indicators completed in March
and September 2021. In relation to residents feeling safe, the results were as follows:Newport

September 2020

March 2021

September 2021

Feeling safe during the day
Feeling safe after dark

31.18%
9.68%

35.49%
12.9%

68.65%
48.98%

32.61%
13.04%

51.51%
21.21%

77.14%
31.42%

North Ormesby
Feeling safe during the day
Feeling safe after dark

The Panel had raised several questions in relation to locality working, including identifying the main
differences between the projects in Newport and North Ormesby.
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It was explained that the programme sponsor was the Council’s Chief Executive and during the
process of establishing the locality working pilot he was keen to ensure that the pilot was not
perceived as a Council project. Discussions were then held with Thirteen Housing and other
Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) to ascertain whether there was any interest in partnering with
the Council to deliver the pilot. Thirteen Housing agreed to partner the Council and to part fund
both of the locality Neighbourhood Managers.
North Ormesby already had an existing Neighbourhood Manager in post which was funded 50/50
by Thirteen Housing and Middlesbrough Council, therefore, this post was incorporated into the pilot
model for North Ormesby. The post holder in North Ormesby had a Thirteen Housing contract of
employment.
In Newport, when recruitment was undertaken for a Neighbourhood Manager, the successful
candidate was already employed by Middlesbrough Council, therefore, the post holder had a
Middlesbrough Council contract of employment.
The Panel had also enquired as to the timescales for the evaluation of the locality pilots and the
methodology that would be used to undertake the evaluation.
The Panel was informed that the pilot projects would be evaluated using a number of means
including community surveys, data analysis and case studies. Community surveys showed that
there had already been a significant improvement in perceptions of safety in both localities (as
previously mentioned above) and also that more people were indicating they intended to stay in the
area for longer. On that note, in 2021, house prices in North Ormesby experienced the fastest
increase than anywhere else in Teesside with an increase of 51% on the previous year.
A report on the evaluation of the pilots was being prepared and it was anticipated that it would be
submitted to the Executive in June 2022.
The Panel had asked whether there was any data available on how many people locality working
was reaching in both localities.
It was explained that this was difficult to answer as the outcomes the pilots aimed to achieve may
impact on people who did not necessarily engage with staff, for example, improvements in
environmental standards – the ‘flying squad’ worked across the full ward and everyone living near
an area that had been improved would feel the benefit of those improvements, however, there may
be no direct interaction with some of those residents. This did not mean that they had not been
impacted by locality working. The locality team aimed to positively impact everyone living within the
wards in some way.
The locality team also engaged with residents and businesses across the whole ward in both
localities, including schools, community groups, voluntary sector organisations and youth outreach.
The teams conversed with local business owners on a regular basis to ensure they were listened to
and that their concerns were included in the action planning process. Social Workers, Early Help
teams and public health colleagues also formed part of the locality teams and numerous Covid
vaccine pop ups had been held in both areas which was another example of reaching the
community through locality working.
During discussion, the following issues were raised:

Reference was made to the Strategic oversight meetings giving strategic direction to the project
and it was queried whether all of the partners attended those meetings. It was clarified that the
strategic oversight meetings comprised of members of the executive management team
(director level) within the Council. The wide range of partner services and organisations
referred to during the presentation were well represented at the operational level meetings in
both wards. As a result of Covid, meetings had been held virtually which enabled consistent
communication with key partners. The Panel was reassured that such meetings were well
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attended by each of the partners where their attendance was appropriate.


A Panel Member highlighted that in some of the information previously presented to the Panel,
there appeared to be some discrepancies in some of the groups and partners involved in each
of the localities and it was queried whether there was a reason for this and whether both locality
teams met with each other to share best practice. The Head of Stronger Communities advised
that there was a slight difference in who attended the operational meetings in each locality
based on demand analysis undertaken at the start of the projects. (Eg levels of crime,
environmental issues, etc). This had provided a starting point as to which partners needed to
be involved within the locality working teams and was reviewed regularly. The Head of
Stronger Communities was responsible for oversight of both locality pilots and assured
Members that each of the locality Neighbourhood Managers communicated with each other
regularly and often attended each other’s meetings in order to keep up to date with what was
happening in each area. In summary, there would always be some differences between what
was being delivered in each of the localities based on need.



A Panel Member commented that locality working appeared to be working well and queried
whether the Head of Stronger Communities felt it was working well overall. The Head of
Service responded that she felt things were moving in the right direction despite a great deal of
work still being required in both areas. The PMF in place had a raft of indicators which allowed
the strategic group to examine whether the objectives, as originally set out in the project
initiation document, were being met. Green shoots of improvement were certainly evident.



In response to a query regarding selective landlord licensing, it was highlighted that, in relation
to locality working, there was excellent engagement with the selective landlord licensing team
and all of the partners working together was having a positive impact.



In response to a query regarding the logistics of locality working, the Panel was advised that the
aim of locality working was not to merge staff from existing teams together in a single team
under one roof, but aimed to work as a collective from within their own departments. Staff such
as Social Workers, Early Help Workers, Police and Street Wardens were liaising much more
freely under the locality working model in ways they had not done previously.



It was queried whether there would be an opportunity to roll out the locality model to other
wards within the town. In response it was acknowledged that whilst there appeared to be a
desire for locality working to be rolled out further, the North Ormesby and Newport projects
were pilots and that outcomes and learning needed to be analysed which would form part of the
pending evaluation report.



Reference was made to North Ormesby having some of the highest rates in Middlesbrough for
hospital admissions for self-harm, COPD, drug and alcohol related admissions and ambulance
pick-ups. It was acknowledged that Public Health South Tees was a partner within the locality
but, as all of these issues could impact on young people and their families, it was queried
whether any GP practices or mental health care providers such as CAMHS were partners in
locality working. The Panel was advised that the locality teams linked in with the Primary Care
Network who had oversight of the GP practices. Whilst it was not considered necessary for
GPs to attend locality operational meetings, it was felt that it should be ensured that the
Neighbourhood Managers and other appropriate partners, were linking in to the Primary Care
Network to ensure two-way communication of information. It was highlighted that the locality
teams were strengthening links with other acute health providers such and the midwife and
health visiting services.



It was queried whether all partners would eventually work together in one building. It was
stated that there was a move towards staff physically working from their offices, however, this
was now on more of a ‘blended working’ basis (part of the time from the office, partly from
home).



A Member of the Panel wished to thank all those involved in the locality working model in both
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North Ormesby and Newport and was aware of the positive impact the pilots were having within
the communities.
Sergeant Sproson, Cleveland Police (North Ormesby Neighbourhood Police Team)
Sergeant Sproson, North Ormesby Neighbourhood Police Team, was welcomed to the meeting and
provided the Panel with an insight as to how the policing team linked in with the Locality Team in
North Ormesby.
The Panel was advised that, in general terms, the Neighbourhood Policing model operated across
Middlesbrough on a similar basis to the locality working teams. In North Ormesby, the Locality
Working Team and Neighbourhood Police Team complimented each other and relationships were
enhanced by locality working.
A recent example of how well the arrangement was working was provided, relating to anti-social
behaviour. There had been a spike in anti-social behaviour in North Ormesby between June and
August 2021 when incidents had risen from approximately 35 per month to 50 incidents per month.
This was due to a particular group of youths causing anti-social behaviour, disorder and criminal
damage. The response through the Locality Team, predominantly with Selective Landlord
Licensing and Neighbourhood Safety Officers, enabled information sharing, showing a joint
approach. The Police had accompanied Council Officers whilst they had issued anti-social
behaviour contracts and warnings and it showed offenders that the Police, PCSOs and Street
Wardens were communicating with each other and working together, presenting as a united team.
The Council had led on the Anti-Social Behaviour Contracts which enabled Police to concentrate on
pursuing the offenders for crime, leading to prosecution and ultimately banning the ring-leader of
the group from North Ormesby. This was one of the success stories as a result of the localitybased approach. Anti-social behaviour figures had dropped, from a peak of 50 events in
June/July/August 2021, to single figures by January 2022.
Face to face feedback from residents that the Police engaged with, was very positive. This
included parents of youths that had engaged in lower level anti-social behaviour, who were
commenting that the area was a much nicer place to live and this was as a result of working
together within the locality model.
The Police had ownership of the Action Plan ‘making people feel safe’. It was acknowledged that
anti-social behaviour played a big part in feeling unsafe, as did drugs. Mirroring the locality team,
regular Multi Agency Response to Serious and Organised Crime (MARSOC) meetings were held to
discuss intelligence and actions and how each of the partners could contribute to tackling serious
and organised crime.
In addition, Police School Liaison Officers attended both primary schools in North Ormesby and
delivered a six-week programme called ‘Mini Police’. This included various activities, culminating in
delivering an assembly to the whole school reinforcing messages around responsibility and not
taking part in anti-social behaviour. The programme was also a good opportunity for the children to
be introduced to the Neighbourhood Policing Team so that they could build up good relationships.
The Panel heard that the Policing Team had experienced some challenges over the last 18 months,
which had been fed back to the locality group. These included the impact of Covid and extensive
challenges with staffing. There had been dramatic cuts within the Police, however, officer numbers
were slowly beginning to increase. There had been a high proportion of young probationary officers
coming through that needed to be supported.
During the summer – tying in with the peak of anti-social behaviour and criminal damage issues in
North Ormesby – the North Ormesby Neighbourhood team were often extracted from the area to be
deployed elsewhere, however, those officers were now coming back to the team and figures for
anti-social behaviour and crime were relatively low. It was acknowledged that there were areas of
Middlesbrough with higher demand but Officers were remaining on duty in North Ormesby and not
going to other areas which was essential to building relationships in the community and continuing
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the good work in the area, including prevention work. Some of the ways to achieve this through
Neighbourhood Policing was: targeted patrols, community engagement and problem solving. More
locally, everything done in North Ormesby needed to be high visibility and high impact. The Action
Plan was around making people feel safe. Whilst the Police could keep people safe, it was also
important to make them feel that they were being kept safe.
In closing, Sergeant Sproson stated that there was a fantastic working relationship with all partners
in the locality team, particularly Selective Landlord Licensing, Street Wardens and Neighbourhood
Support Officers. Personal working relationships were strong and good results were being
achieved and built on.
During a discussion, the following issues were raised:

A Panel Member referred to the perpetrators of anti-social behaviour and considered that they
should be prosecuted but also supported to deter them from re-engaging in those behaviours.
It was queried whether there was a profile of young people who may be likely to engage in antisocial behaviour in the future so that preventative work could be undertaken with them to deter
them from committing anti-social behaviour and crime in future. Sergeant Sproson highlighted
that, as part of the locality working approach, young people who had been involved in low level
anti-social behaviour were invited to attend a presentation by youth workers to discourage them
from engaging in such behaviours and to highlight the impact their behaviour had on others.
This was carried out in conjunction with the youth offending service. Identifying and preventing
was the reason the Police concentrated on primary schools with the mini police programme as
the schools helped to identify the children that would benefit the most from taking part. Positive
Pathways at North Ormesby was a youth club operating on Mondays and Thursdays for two
age groups – 10-13 and 14-18s. In addition, when dealing with anti-social behaviour, the
Council and Police had improved at identifying vulnerability and linking in with Social Services.
Public Protection Notices were submitted to flag up issues between all partners, for example, to
look at why was this child doing this? What was happening at home? Protecting young people
from drugs was also an issue to be aware of and the potential of being vulnerable to criminal
exploitation. Identifying vulnerability was something that the Police had improved upon in the
last 3-5 years. There had been some success and this was now the time to build on this in
North Ormesby and to prevent problems in the future.



The Executive Director of Children’s Services emphasised that the working relationship with the
Police within the Multi-Agency Children’s Hub (MACH) (front door to Children’s Services) was
very successful and information sharing was good. The Council had commissioned youth work
at both universal and targeted levels. The organisations involved were Lynx, The Junction and
Middlesbrough Football Club Foundation. The Youth Offending Service now had a preventative
arm and were becoming more involved in prevention work around anti-social behaviour. Early
Help was successful across Children’s Services working with families to ensure they could grow
and thrive. A problem profile was compiled by the Police across the Cleveland Police area
which looked at the Organised Crime Groups and Anti-Social Behaviour groups which was
useful in Chairing meetings with young people at significant risk. As there were known
organised crime groups operating in Middlesbrough, it was key intervene with young people
before they became involved.

The Chair thanked Sergeant Sproson for his attendance and the valuable information provided.
L Blagg and J Tickle, Assistant Team Managers, School Readiness
The Chair welcomed L Blagg and J Tickle, Assistant Team Managers for the Children’s Centres
and part of the School Readiness Team.
The Panel was advised that the main focus of the Children’s Centres was to work with children
aged 0-5 years and to register parents with the Centres in order to signpost them to information,
advice and guidance. Those registered families would then become part of the Children’s Centre’s
universal provision, including eligibility around potential funding for two-year-olds and 3-4 year olds,
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healthy vitamins, health around the best start pathway. Those families coming through the best
start pathway were worked with from birth to two years. Targeted interventions were delivered to
identified families, for example, Chat, Play, Read, Sing was a programme of support for good
literacy, also Play and Learn Together (where children had completed their two-year-old health
review) which delivered key messages around supporting good home learning and reinforcing that
family members were key educators.
Regular tracking and follow ups with families was undertaken, such as Achieving two year olds
where families were entitled to 15 hours of free child care. The DWP provided data on which
families were eligible for the provision and they were then contacted by the school readiness team
and supported with seeking childcare in their area – highlighted what was available and how to
access it.
Data in relation to the number of families being reached by the Children’s Centre in both North
Ormesby and Newport was contained within the briefing paper circulated with the agenda. The
report showed:



North Ormesby Children’s Centre reached 181 families in 2020, having made a total number of
5,700 contacts, and reached 245 families in 2021, having made 5,983 contact.
West Middlesbrough Children’s Centre (covering Newport ward) reached 628 families during
2020, with a total of 3,335 contacts and reached 878 families in 2021 from 3,345 contacts.
Abingdon Children’s Centre reached 462 families in 2020, with a total of 5,464 contacts, and
reached 758 families in 2021 with a total of 10,493 contacts.

The report also provided data on the take up of nursery places in settings offering funded childcare
to two, three and four year olds (universal and extended provision), for settings covering North
Ormesby and Newport wards. It was noted that the figures might include children attending who
lived outside of those wards.
Schools also offered universal 15 hours provision, increasing to 30 hours for eligible families of
three and four year olds, but this data was not available.
The Panel heard that the challenges in terms of school readiness included cultural barriers, eg for
some families it was mot the cultural ‘norm’ to use childcare for two year olds, and both localities
had high numbers of transient families.
Examples of working in a locality-minded way included working with colleagues from other services
such as Selective Landlord Licensing and Neighbourhood Safety. Where colleagues had their own
agenda for visiting families, wherever possible, the Children’s Centres liaised with those services to
ensure opportunities were not missed to identify under-fives who may not be registered with the
Children’s Centre so that families were not missing out on information advice and guidance and to
encourage and help families to understand the benefits of their children accessing education from a
young age.
The impact of locality working on school readiness predominantly related to better information
sharing to ensure families were aware of what was available and how to access it and it also
provided a good networking opportunity, raising awareness of local issues and breaking down
cultural barriers within the community.
During Covid, the Children’s Centres had continued to offer an increased amount of support within
Newport and North Ormesby. The Children’s Centre covering Newport was physically based at
Whinney Banks, West Middlesbrough. Pre-covid there were many activities taking place in the
Centre but it was difficult for families to get there. Since Covid the majority of provision was
delivered digitally and families were being contacted by telephone, WhatsApp and other platforms
which had increased accessibility for families and was working very well.
In response to a query regarding working relationships between the Children’s Centres and Health
Visiting service, the Panel was advised that the Children’s Centres worked closely with Health
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Visiting colleagues and had shared pathways and pro-actively followed up statutory contacts to
focus on the learning and development of the child and supporting the parents in doing this. In
terms of the locality working, it was more about networking with colleagues and making them aware
of how they could support information sharing about the Children’s Centres. In Newport there were
many non-English speaking families so it was important to let families know about eligibility for
nursery places.
The Chair thanked the officers for their attendance and the information provided.
J Pearce, Community Safety Manager
J Pearce, Community Safety Manager, was in attendance at the meeting to provide the Panel with
a brief overview of how the Street Warden service fitted into the locality working model and how
they supported colleagues within Children’s Services.
As mentioned previously by the Children’s Centre Assistant Team Managers, Street Wardens had
continued to carry out ‘door knocking’ during Covid and had supported various Teams with
intelligence gathering and information sharing. The Neighbourhood Safety Team, as a whole, had
an excellent relationship with Children’s Services and worked closely with them right across the
town, however, the Community Safety Manager felt that locality working enhanced this.
The Panel was informed that the Street Wardens regularly supported partners with intelligence
gathering within the community and were the eyes and ears on the ground, gaining a lot of
information which other services would not be privy to. Meetings held with Police and Children’s
Services looked at vulnerable young people including those who go missing from home. At daily
Police briefings, all incidents that had occurred within the last 24 hours were examined, including
vulnerable young people considered to be at risk of harm who went missing on a regular basis. Key
information was distributed amongst the Street Wardens together with photographs which allowed
the Wardens to gather information on contacts and properties visited by those young people and
reported back to appropriate partners. This flagged up risks with partners so that appropriate
actions and interventions could be put in place.
Street Wardens regularly responded to home visits with Children’s Services. Joint visits were often
undertaken with Street Wardens and Neighbourhood Safety Officers to provide protection to staff
but to also develop relationships with young people and families to help keep them safe in the
community.
Street Wardens regularly attended organised youth groups across Middlesbrough but particularly in
Newport and North Ormesby there had been a great deal of targeted outreach work to help divert
young people away from crime and disorder.
Wardens used the locality bases every day whilst on operational patrol and were able to feed
information and intelligence directly to partners in real time and took task directions from partners in
response to this. Locality working helped to speed up responses to the community’s needs.
Wardens had been involved in a range of projects that had been developed through the locality
teams such as litter picks, back alley makeovers, weeks of action in relation to organised crime and
drug activity whereby information was passed to Police for action. From a community safety
perspective, locality working had had a significant impact in both localities and had enhanced
relationships by bringing together operational staff on a regular basis for key information sharing
and development of action plans. This allowed a more targeted and focussed service to be
delivered to the community.
The Chair queried whether much of the work undertaken in the communities was as a result of
residents directly attending the locality hubs/base. The Community Safety Manager responded that
a lot of reports came in from members of the public through emails and phone calls and also
through councillors via the one stop system, but the real time intelligence coming into the hubs had
really helped to improve responses to the needs of the community.
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The Chair thanked the Officer for attending and the information provided.
The Chair requested that Panel Members contact her directly, or the Democratic Services Officer,
with any suggestions for further evidence considered necessary in relation to the Panel’s current
review.
AGREED that the information provided be noted and considered in the context of the Panel’s
current scrutiny review.
COVID RECOVERY IN CHILDREN’S SERVICES
The Executive Director of Children’s Services advised that Covid infection rates continued to
decrease in the lead up to half term. For Children’s Social Care, it was very much business as
usual. Ofsted were moving to face to face monitoring visits, rather than virtual, in the near future.
Schools were examining the impact of disruption to learning caused by Covid and this was
impacting on workloads.
It was highlighted that there had been a high number permanent school exclusions, with the period
September 2021 to date, being higher than the whole of the previous year. Attendance and
oversight of vulnerable children (those children with a Social Worker) remained a key priority for the
Council.
The Safeguarding Partnership continued to implement the challenges outlined in a letter from the
DfE entitled ‘Keeping Children Safe in Winter’ which was about ensuring and monitoring the reengagement of vulnerable children in education. It was confirmed that processes were in place in
relation to this and that attendance for vulnerable children was improving. There was currently no
cause for concern.
As the end of Covid restrictions were imminent, the Panel was asked whether it was happy to
receive Covid recovery updates at every other meeting, rather than every meeting, unless there
was a particular issue that needed to be reported. There would be focus on vulnerable children,
supporting families, with locality working being a key part of school readiness. The importance of
the Street Wardens engaging with some of the most disenfranchised young people was
immeasurable.
A Panel Member commented that it was very concerning to hear that there had been more
permanent exclusions since September than in the whole of the previous year. It was
acknowledged that keeping these children safe was a priority but also keeping them educated as
they had already experienced disruption to their education through Covid. It was queried whether
there was a profile of the children who had been excluded and whether there were sufficient staff to
support those children who were not being educated in school places.
The Executive Director advised that excluded pupils should receive 25 hours of education per week
within six days of exclusion and it was acknowledged that this was putting pressure on the Council’s
approved provision. There were ongoing conversations to ascertain the reasons why children had
been excluded and why on a permanent basis, rather than fixed term. Schools had many issues to
deal with including the impact of Covid on older children in terms of mental health. Whilst there
were pressures in the system, staff were working hard to ensure children were getting as solid an
education as possible.
Concern was expressed that those excluded children entitled to 25 hours education provision, were
less likely to engage in this provision and may be falling further behind. The Executive Director
assured Members that those who had been excluded would be provided with an alternative
education provider and not left to drift. It was acknowledged that some of the children were
vulnerable and that an update could be provided in the future and the most appropriate route for
that would be discussed outside of the meeting.
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DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Children and Young People’s Social Care and Services Scrutiny Panel was
scheduled for Monday, 21 March 2022 at 4.00pm.
The Chair made reference to a recent LGA workshop she had attended in relation to a wholeCouncil approach to Children’s Services and highlighted that she would like to invite one of the
speakers to attend a future meeting of the Scrutiny Panel.
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